
Fly-in at

Sat 10th - Sun 11th June 2023

Fuel is not on site but MOGAS can be purchased locally.
Strut members will help in ferrying you around.

There will be no landing fees but donations are welcome.

Come and enjoy a great day out and enjoy the dramatic
local scenery of sea, beaches and rolling Scottish
landscape.

PPR is essential. Please contact Keith on  07710 547 338
for a briefing

This is an East of Scotland Strut fly-in which is open to
all and Keith Griggs is opening his Strip in beautiful East
Lothian to welcome visitors.

East Fortune is a historic airfield and is where the R34
airship took off from, before the first ever double
crossing of the Atlantic.  It is now home to Scotland’s
national Museum of Flight and a concessionary entrance
fee to the Museum has been arranged for Fly-in visitors
on the day.

There will be some food and you can camp overnight.

East Fortune East



Coming by road
Take the A1 out of Edinburgh to Haddington.  At the far end of Haddington take the turn-off for the A199 and Museum of Flight.
Continue on the A199, turn left at the B1347 to the Museum of Flight.
Go past the Museum entrance, carry on over the runway with the microlight school on the left until you reach a T junction.  At the junction turn right.
Follow this road until you see a railway bridge.  The entrance to the fly-in is on the RHS before the bridge.
Follow the Marshal’s directions to the Fly-in Control, sticking closely to the official route (marked above in yellow).

Entrance from road

Fly-in Control

Museum of Flight Entrance

Microlight school

Runway 06/24

Flying in;

The only serviceable runway at East Fortune East
is part of 06/24, marked in red squares in the
photo alongside.  Available length approximately
600x10.  

High trees on approach to 06
Wires on rail line on approach to 24

keithgriggs@rocketmail.com

Coming by road;

Take the A1 out of Edinburgh to Haddington.  You
don’t want to be stuck on this new road all the
way to Dunbar so take the first turn off to
Haddington and move on to the A199 (the old A1).

Keep on the A199 until you reach the B1347, then
turn left for the Museum of Flight.

Go past the Museum entrance, carry on over the
runway with the microlight school on the left until
you reach a T junction.

At the junction turn right.  Follow this road until
you see a railway bridge.  The entrance to the
fly-in is on the RHS before the bridge.

There should be signposts directing you to the
Fly-in Control.  Stick closely to this route (marked
on the top photo in yellow, red in the bottom one).

Entrance from road

Fly-in Control
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